OVERVIEW
WAVES International is a 501c3 impact surf - social enterprise.

Our legal status is 501c3 not-for-profit corporation EIN: 26-1854683

MISSION
Inspire world travel and cultural exchange through surf experiences. Connect travelers, grassroots initiatives and communities through a network of partnerships.

PROGRAMS

Impact Surf Travel -
Connect the dots between surf travel & making an impact in local coastal communities around the world.

We currently work in:
Peru, Nicaragua, Mexico and Guatemala

Sustainable Surf Tourism
Advocacy -
Create an awareness & engagement pipeline online and through live events & seminars.

KEY OUTCOMES
→ 5 grassroots initiative beneficiaries
→ 556 impact surf travelers
→ >$450,000 distributed in grants & direct assistance
→ >16,000 hrs served at a value of >$300,000

WAYS TO HELP
→ Attend an event
→ Travel with WAVES
→ Contribute financially or in-kind
→ Get social - @WAVES4dev

LEARN MORE
wavesfordevelopment.org